
1. State/define the issue as completely and concisely as possible

3. Evaluate the evidence
What is offered as evidence?

Look for the following pitfalls
of human perception & cognition:

— testimonial used as evidence
human perception is prone to error

— selection bias
tendency to bias the selection of data in 
support of one’s own desires

— confirmation bias
tendency to look for confirming info when 
often disconfirming info is more powerful

— misinterpretation of random events
random events appear as streaks,
counting hits and ignoring misses, etc.

— subjective validation
we tend to see much more than we should 
in information said to be about ourselves

— pereidolia 
seeing pattern in vague stimuli

4. Evaluate the Reasoning
What is the method of reasoning?

Look for fallacies of logic:
unacceptable premises

— begging the question
circular argument: conclusion disguised as its own premise

— false dilemma
wrongly assumes only two alternatives exist

irrelevant premises
— straw man

attacks an argument which is different from, and usually weaker than, the 
opposition's best argument

— fallacy of equivocation
a word is used with incompatible dual definitions

— ad hominem
attack on the arguer instead of the content of the argument

— fallacy of composition/division
falsely assumes that what is true of the parts (/whole) is true of the whole (/parts)

— genetic fallacy
an arguments validity is related to how and/or where it originated

— irrelevant appeal to authority
expert opinion but not from the relevant field

— ad populum (appeal to the masses)
falsely assumes that if many people believe then it must be true

— appeal to tradition
falsely assumes that if it has been believed for many generations it must be true

— appeal to ignorance
this falsely assumes that something is true only because it hasn’t been 
demonstrated false, and vice versa.
note: this does not have to do with a person’s ignorance.

insufficient premises
— hasty generalization

generalization based on a non-representative sample 
— false analogy

objects of analogy lack relevant similarities
— false cause

misinterprets correlation for causation by not considering all factors, assumes A 
causes B when really C causes B

— post hoc/coincidence fallacy
mistaking coincidence or random correlation as causation

— backwards fallacy
assumes A causes B when really B causes A

— common cause
assumes A causes B when really C causes both A and B 

2. Characteristics of Pseudoscience
Be alert for these qualities

— burden of evidence on the critic 
— unfalsifiable theories

test: is there any conceivable piece of 
evidence that would change the 
proponents mind?

— the dogmatic refusal to give up an idea in 
the face of overwhelming evidence that 
the idea is false

— small effects that remain small overtime
— the use of ad hoc hypotheses
— selective use of data
— the use of personal anecdotes as evidence
— use of conspiracy theories
— employ any of the pitfalls of human 

perception and reasoning
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5. Hypothesis Evaluation
Does the explanation have competition, and is it the most reasonable?

Occam’s Razor
all other things equal, the hypothesis with the fewest, and least implausible, assumptions is most 

likely to be best description
alternative hypothesis test

can you think of any other hypotheses that the same evidence would support just as well?
missing or omitted information

do you know of further relevant information? is more research required?
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